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The aim of this resource:

Introduce Theme of CHMW 2022- Growing Together
ROAR Rainbow Check In

The Socio-ecological model of resilience- with key messages
Introduce the Blob Tree

Use the Blob and Blobs Trees to discuss growth and resilience
Complete the My Resilience Tree 

The resource is intended to be used in form time. The session will take
approximately 15 minutes. Exploring the concept of growth and

resilience through Blobs and Blob trees.
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This Years Theme 

· How they’ve grown
· How they can help others grow
· Growing emotionally
· Finding ways to help each other grow
· Challenges and setbacks help us grow and adapt and trying new things helps us move beyond our
comfort zone into a new realm of possibility and potential.
· Emotional growth is often a gradual process that happens over time and sometimes we might feel a
bit stuck.

 



1 Being the lowest 
10 Being the highest 

Let's Check in! What number are you?

Remember be honest with you
number 

It's okay to be a 1
We don't always have to be a 10





What is resilience?

Resilience is not a
personality trait,

something we are born
with. But a result of the

opportunities and
experiences we have

and the people around
us. 

Resilience is a tool box
of social problem
solving skills we

develop over time. They
are influenced by layers

of society,



What is a blob? What is a blob
tree?

The trees show a variety of different scenarios 
that people may relate to and can be used as a

 springboard for conversations with people of any age group.
Each Blob tree comes with suggested questions 

that can be used to guide the discussion.

The Big Book of Blob Trees (Blobs)
by Wilson, Pip and Long, Ian

 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Big-Book-Blob-Trees-Blobs/dp/0815362048/ref=sr_1_1?adgrpid=577227619&hvadid=2978689596&hvbmt=be&hvdev=c&hvlocphy=4922&hvnetw=o&hvqmt=e&hvtargid=kwd-16508757631%3Aloc-188&keywords=blob+tree+book&qid=1643732980&sr=8-1


Why talk about blob & blob
trees?

Blob trees are a way of opening up discussions about feelings and developing 
understandings of 

emotions, empathy and self-awareness.
The Blobs work on the premise that there is no right and wrong. They might increase your

understanding and empathy about what makes the child or young person tick.
The Blobs are representative of two languages ~ feelings and body language.

The tree stands for a group – any gathering of people, a team or a class for example.



Session Reflection Prompts
Using the Blob Tree...  Pick a Blob

How does your Blob feel?
What makes you think the Blob is feeling this way?

What do you notice about the two areas of the tree?
Which one would your blob like to be in? Why?

Would the Blob like to be anywhere else on the Blob tree?
Which part of the tree do you feel is most resilient and why?

 



Using the Blob Tree... 
Think about the micro, macro and exosystem...

 
What Can help the Blob get there?

Can any other Blobs help? 
Do the Blobs need any tools to help? 

Gardening tools are coping strategies or skills 

What about the weather/ climate?
This represents to social environmental factors. What are they?

 
 
 



Post Session Activity 
Thinking about what has just been discussed using the blobs and

the blob tree. Ask the group to complete their own resilience
tree:

Roots... Where do I come from, what has helped me grow to
where I am now 

Trunk...Who I am skills and qualities 
Branches.... What resilience factors do I have (use the resilience

framework to help) 
 



Post Session Activity 

Gardening tools... What coping strategies do I have?
Weather/ Climate... What social factors or environmental factors

impact in your resilience?
Leaves... Who are the people that can help you?

Fruit... What things on my tree can use to help others to grow?





Ideas for the rest of the week  
 

~ How have I grown reflection time
~Book an IT suite and allow the young people explore the resilience framework app

  & Identify goals to grow
~Growing Goals Action Plan  

~ My growth gift each young person makes a pledge to help someone else grow and how
 







TAG US @MYARAISETEAM TO
SHOW US WHAT YOU ARE

DOING!!!


